
Discover the Hidden Secret of the
Conservative Betting System for Higher
Payout Propositions!
Do you find yourself constantly losing money with risky betting strategies? Are
you tired of chasing big wins and ending up with empty pockets? We have the
perfect solution for you! In this article, we will unveil the hidden secret of the
conservative betting system, specifically designed for higher payout propositions.
This system allows you to minimize risks while maximizing your chances of
winning big. So, sit back, relax, and get ready to revolutionize your betting game!

What is the Conservative Betting System?

The conservative betting system is a strategy that prioritizes long-term profits
over short-term gains. Unlike aggressive betting systems, which rely on riskier
bets and chasing big wins, the conservative approach focuses on minimizing
losses and building your bankroll steadily. This system emphasizes discipline,
patience, and strategic decision-making.

How Does it Work?

The conservative betting system involves carefully selecting higher payout
propositions that offer favorable odds. Unlike low-risk bets, which usually have
low payouts, higher payout propositions give you a chance to win big without
betting on long shots. By identifying these opportunities and using a disciplined
approach, you can increase your chances of making profitable bets.
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The Benefits of the Conservative Betting System

1. Minimize Losses: One of the significant advantages of the conservative betting
system is its ability to minimize losses. By avoiding high-risk bets and focusing on
higher payout propositions with favorable odds, you reduce the chances of losing
your entire bankroll. This system emphasizes protecting and preserving your
funds, allowing you to continue betting with confidence.

2. Build a Sustainable Bankroll: The conservative approach is ideal for building a
sustainable bankroll. By steadily growing your funds through smaller, but more
frequent, wins, you create a strong foundation for your betting activities. This
bankroll stability enables you to withstand losing streaks and make calculated
decisions based on a long-term perspective.

3. Higher Payout Potential: Despite its conservative nature, the system still offers
the potential for substantial payouts. By strategically selecting higher payout
propositions, you can capitalize on favorable odds and increase your overall
profits. This allows you to enjoy the excitement of big wins while staying within
your risk tolerance level.
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The Steps to Implement the Conservative Betting System

Step 1: Research and Analysis - Start by researching and analyzing different
betting opportunities. Look for higher payout propositions that have favorable
odds. This may involve studying statistics, formulating strategies, and
understanding the market trends. The more knowledge you have, the better
equipped you will be to make informed decisions.

Step 2: Set a Realistic Bankroll - Determine how much you are willing to allocate
towards your betting activities. This bankroll should be an amount you can
comfortably afford to lose. Setting clear boundaries ensures that you maintain
control over your finances and prevents reckless gambling behavior.

Step 3: Bet Consistently - Stick with your strategy, even during losing streaks. It is
essential to bet consistently and resist the temptation to chase big wins or recoup
losses with risky bets. Remember, the goal is long-term profits, and short-term
fluctuations should not deter you from your overall strategy.

Step 4: Manage Your Emotions - Emotions can negatively impact your decision-
making process. Stay calm and detached while placing bets, especially during
high-pressure situations. By relying on research, analysis, and logic, you can
make objective choices that align with your conservative betting strategy.

Step 5: Monitor and Review - Regularly monitor your betting activities and assess
your overall performance. Analyze your wins and losses, identify areas for
improvement, and make necessary adjustments to your strategy. This ongoing
evaluation ensures that you continue to refine your approach and maximize your
chances of success.

In



If you are tired of losing money with aggressive betting strategies and are ready
for a change, the conservative betting system for higher payout propositions is
your solution. By prioritizing long-term profits, minimizing losses, and choosing
higher payout opportunities, you can revolutionize your betting game. Remember,
discipline, patience, and strategic decision-making are the keys to success in this
system. So, get out there, implement the steps, and enjoy the thrill of making
smart bets while increasing your chances of winning big!
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(Other booklets on casino gambling are listed on the Carlos Turver page at
Amazon.com. His most recent publications are titled: “A Diet for The Body’s
Needs, Not for Its Wants” subtitled “Eating the Same Meals Every Day Helps to
Lose and to Maintain an Appropriate Weight” “Guadalajara Today May – July
2017” subtitled “The State Capitol of Jalisco Mexico Is Like Living in Any City in
the USA, But More Economical!” and “An Atheist’s Concept of a Life After Death”
subtitled “An Eternal View of What Was And What Could Have Been”).
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On occasion I have observed how people play roulette. Many players place
multiple wagers simultaneously without realizing that when one of their numbers
hit, the total payout was for less than the amount that they had wagered!
In 2010, I stumbled onto the VegasClick.com web site that offered a “$30,000
Betting System Challenge” to anyone who could consistently win at roulette. The
challenger had to essentially create a computer program that showed a net profit
after some twenty million iterations.
As I had designed a game board for roulette in the early 70’s, that was played
with two decks of cards, this challenge renewed my interest in gambling.
I had previously thought that doubling the bet after every loss, known as the
Martingale Betting System, was the best way to gamble as all losses are
recovered with a win plus a profit equivalent to the original bet (OB). However,
there are two major drawbacks when using this system. The first one is that the
table limit is reached rapidly. The second is that when there is no win, a
substantial amount of money can be lost when betting up to the table limit!
I had never before considered that there was a better method of money
management than the Martingale Betting System. When I found that it was not
good enough to a win the $30,000 challenge, I was able to invent an
improvement that could!
Granted, I was able to “win” this challenge by slightly modifying one of the rules.
Consequently, as the sponsor of this contest had the rules etched in concrete, I
was unable to participate.
Because of my renewed interest in gambling, I began to self-publish booklets that
described this improvement. All of these booklets are now contained in one book
titled “The Improved Martingale Betting System” that is available on Amazon.com
for 0.99 cents.
In December of 2015, lengthy comments regarding this improvement were made
by an Amazon.com book reviewer and can be read in the comments section of
my booklet titled “The Best of All Available Betting Systems”.



There are two primary reasons why players are unable to win consistently at the
many table games offered in casinos. The first is that the table limits are too low
and the second is that the minimum bets are too high!
In theory, however, many betting systems can win in the short and in the long run
when the table limit is eliminated and when the player has sufficient funds to
place the next bet after a loss!
The only way players have a fighting chance of winning at many casino table
games is by using a betting system that will increase the number of wagers that
can be placed prior to reaching the table limit!
It is impossible to win the $30,000 Betting System Challenge with a 5-unit
minimum and a 5,000-unit bank! If it were, any mathematician would have walked
away with the prize soon after this challenge was offered! The reason why this
challenge cannot be won when using the traditional Martingale Betting System
with the 1 x 1 + OB (Original Bet) total payout propositions is that the original bet
of 5-units can only be doubled 8 times with a 5,000-unit bank: 5, 10, 20, 40, 80,
160, 320, 640 = 1275 + 1280 = 2,555 for a total of 10 bets with
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